7 Key Nimbus Software Benefits
Timeliness of information
Never have to re-key information ever again as the information automatically flows to the next
logical step. Information is available at a time where issues can be acted on and still make a
difference to your bottom line.
Information is available wherever you need it, in the office, onsite or even in transit.

Productivity
Personalised workflow allows the precise information ach person needs to do their job when and
where they need it.
Budget actual performance monitoring in real time of all jobs and projects at the push of a button.
Nimbus ensures you never miss billing a client or close off a job/project before all costs are known.
Captures variations and manages retentions efficiently.

Efficiency
Tailorable interface ensuring the information you need to do your work is in front of you.
Collaboration between team members to ensures bottom line performance.
Access to information remotely in real time.

Purpose designed estimating (Quote stuff)
Looks and feels like excel with none of the disadvantages. For example integrated price look ups,
purchasing, scheduling, project management.
Templated quote output layouts allows you to easily tailor what information a client sees. It may
include terms and conditions, covering letter or even health and safety details.

Bottom Line $$$
By capturing variations as they happen dollars flow directly to the bottom line.
By never having to rekey information dollars are saved, staff time is optimized allowing them to
focus on other opportunities.
Real time drillability ensures timeliness of needed information whilst you can still do something
about it.
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Real Time reporting
All information anywhere in the system is available up to the latest entry, meaning time is saved
looking for information, managing projects and accuracy throughout the workflow process, (from
onsite to finance everyone has the same picture) (single source of the truth).
Understand not only which jobs are profitable but also which clients are profitable and where errors
may have been made before it’s too late.
Use pictures, colours, sorts, and filters to provide a precise information you need to make your next
decision.
Both real time and monthly financial WIP reporting at the push or click of a button.

Anywhere Access
Lets timesheets be entered directly from onsite using mobile phones, tablets or PC’s.
Integration with google maps for special visualisation of jobs, projects, suppliers, employees or
machinery.
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